Embracing Digital Convergence amid Regulatory-Driven Overhauls

With the deadline for the EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) fast approaching, and other incoming regulations on the horizon, banks and other financial services institutions should use their regulatory and digital programs to drive a step-change in value across their ecosystems.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

By any measure, the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a groundbreaking piece of legislation with profound implications for companies worldwide. It applies globally, affecting any organisation that interacts with the data of an EU resident. These pervasive implications mean GDPR impacts internal and external stakeholders and requires actions across people, process and platform (both data and technology).

But is targeting GDPR compliance enough on its own? We believe the answer is no. Put simply, GDPR demands not just regulatory compliance, but strategic organisational change. Therefore, financial institutions (FIs) should approach GDPR not as a stand-alone compliance issue, but as a change that creates major opportunities to generate higher value through the smart use of digital technologies and thinking.

In 2018 alone, the second Payments Services Directive (PSD2), Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2 (MiFID II), upcoming European Commission’s proposed e-privacy law and revisions to UK’s Open Banking agenda are all set to revolutionise the industry’s journey to enactment.

Approaching any of these regulations in isolation risks missing out on their areas of commonality. The main theme that links and aligns them is the need to apply a range of digital technologies in smart and integrated ways. So what we’re seeing is two forms of convergence: regulatory convergence, as new regulations coalesce in terms of impact and imperatives; and digital convergence, as banks and financial services organisations combine new technologies - artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), blockchain, robotic process automation (RPA) and more - both to protect customers more effectively, and also to transform their own organisations to be leaner, more effective and more efficient. (To learn more about digital strategy at banks, read our white paper, “How Digital 2.0 Is Driving Banking’s Next Wave of Change.”)

The message, therefore, is clear: The optimal way to approach these imminent rules is as an interlinked array of new regulations, and then respond through digital convergence that creates higher business and regulatory value. Organisations that approach digital, regulatory and technological convergence appropriately (see our six-step approach in the sidebar, next page) will simultaneously build compliance and customer trust, and thrive in the modern digital age.

It is a one-time golden opportunity to accelerate and escalate the creation of business value through digital. This white paper further enumerates how this can be realised and maximised.
Quick Take

A Six-Step Approach to Linking Regulatory and Digital Convergence

1. **Conduct a business impact assessment** of forthcoming regulatory changes.
2. **Clarify the changes required** to deliver the firm’s digital vision.
3. **Merge the set of requirements** to deliver both goals in line with customer-centricity.
4. **Conduct a gap analysis** of the ‘as-is’ IT estate against the target to-be state, for greater clarity and simpler data governance.
5. **Plan a roadmap** for the digital transformation program.
6. **Launch an implementation program** for completion within the regulatory deadlines.

GDPR’S KEY MILESTONES & IMPACTS ON BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

The first step for responding properly to GDPR is to understand the regulation itself, the scale and nature of its impacts and its interrelationship with other regulatory changes. Equipped with these insights, FIs can ensure not only that they are GDPR-compliant, but that their operating model is future-proofed for an increasingly open and digitally-enabled market ecosystem.

GDPR aims to unify and strengthen data protection and privacy for all individuals in the European Union (EU). Its goals include giving citizens and residents greater control over their personal data and creating a single region-wide regulatory framework. Figure 1 (next page) shows our proven methodology for addressing all of these impacts in a single program.

The changes required by GDPR can be categorized into the following main areas:

- **Appoint a data protection office (DPO) and set up a robust governance process.** A DPO must be appointed to advise the data controller/processor and employees, monitor regulatory impacts and compliance, and act as the contact point for the supervisory authority.

- **Transparency demonstrate consent and honor erasure.** Firms must have a single view of the customer, review existing personal data consent agreements, obtain explicit consent for data collection, and provide for sharing, rectification or erasure of data on request.
The post-GDPR environment will also bring a number of important benefits – for example, greater clarity and simplicity to data governance, a single lead authority and a one-stop shop for reporting. And the unified customer view required by GDPR will help to improve customer-centricity.

Cognizant's GDPR Methodology

- **Introduce new categories of personal data.** The regulation introduces new categories of personal data such as IP address and social and mental state. It is imperative that organisations understand their own use of personal data maps.

- **Enable data subjects to exercise rights.** Under EU rules, data subjects have the right to file a subject access request (SAR) and obtain from the data controller a copy of their personal data, together with an explanation of the categories of data processed. Therefore, controllers must ensure third-party processors are subject to adequate contractual agreements, and must approve any changes in protocol made by processors.

- **Lay out a process for incident/breach handling.** Breaches must be reported within 72 hours, and the regulator requires biannual compliance effectiveness audits and comprehensive record-keeping. Compliance management must be active rather than passive.

The post-GDPR environment will also bring a number of important benefits – for example, greater clarity and simplicity to data governance,
The common thrust of all these regulations is to enable better, safer, more efficient and more open use of digital technologies and data.

a single lead authority and a one-stop shop for reporting. And the unified customer view required by GDPR will help to improve customer-centricity.

**Yes, There Are Overlaps**

GDPR’s obligations and opportunities are influenced and overlapped by several other current or forthcoming regulatory initiatives. Foremost among these is PSD2, which is set to revamp Europe’s payments landscape by requiring banks to allow third parties to access their customers’ account information through application programming interfaces (APIs).

Other incoming regulations include Open Banking – which introduces open API standards for UK banking – and the New Payment Architecture (NPA) in the UK, which will use the Bank of England’s Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) service for net settlement of payments. Meanwhile, the e-IDAS has been enacted and MiFID II – the EU’s revised Markets in Financial Instruments Directive – launched on 3rd January 2018. And the EU has also released a draft towards a new e-Privacy Directive.

The common thrust of all these regulations is to enable better, safer, more efficient and more open use of digital technologies and data. It follows that an approach based on just one aspect of the evolving regulatory environment is not enough. While important, GDPR is just one new regulation among many - and firms need to be cognizant of that.

**DIGITAL CONVERGENCE: COMPLETING THE JIGSAW**

Just as a number of regulatory initiatives are converging to create a new supervisory and compliance environment for FIs, several strands of technology innovation are converging to advance digital enablement. The good news is that by harnessing these complementary technologies to drive digital transformation of their organisations, firms across the industry can simultaneously achieve better regulatory compliance and higher business value.

The evolving technologies can be divided into two main groups – the first comprising robotic process automation (RPA) and narrow AI like chatbots, and the second consisting of advanced AI (e.g., machine learning). Alongside these, blockchain is emerging as a transformational technology, heralding a revolution in how companies and individuals interact and conduct transactions. (See the full array of blockchain white papers on our website.)

- **Use of RPA and AI** is growing across the financial services, driven by a rising tide of innovation both by fintechs and also incumbent institutions. (By way of context, multipurpose industrial robot shipments in China – an automated manufacturing powerhouse – are projected to hit 150,000 this year, up fourfold from 2013.) As in other industries, banks and financial services firms are harnessing the exponential growth in data to power advanced AI-enabled automation, in order to augment human capabilities and create smarter, more productive and more effective processes at lower cost.
By positioning regulations and compliance as an *input* to digital convergence rather than an *output* of legacy processes, and harnessing the power of emerging technologies to optimise this convergence across the organisation, firms can turn regulation from a cost burden into a positive driver of business value.
tal convergence rather than an output of legacy processes, and harnessing the power of emerging technologies to optimise this convergence across the organisation, firms can turn regulation from a cost burden into a positive driver of business value. Additional value is increased still further by the impact of digital convergence on speed to market for new products and services (e.g., by using tools that enable the business and technology estate to more effectively collaborate), as well as on other key aspects ranging from customer experience and loyalty to internal collaboration, productivity and employee engagement.

... And Embedding Digital as a Way of Life

In this way, firms can reap the maximum business benefits from GDPR while remaining fully customer-focused and -centric, and delivering a seamless end-user experience that will keep customers loyal and satisfied. But that's not all. At a higher level, firms that achieve this will be able to fully embrace the new reality of “digital as a way of life” that increasingly pervades the global customer and business ecosystem, from individual consumers to the biggest multinationals.
A ROADMAP FOR THE FUTURE

Our distinctive point of view on the linkage between digital and regulatory convergence has resulted in a unique framework – one that can help FIs shape more effective regulatory strategies while delivering digital at scale. It is based around the three key dimensions of time to market, compliance and business value (see Figure 3).

The Six-Step Approach

We believe FIs should unify and address the CxO agendas for delivering digital at scale in conjunction with regulatory and compliance agendas by institutionalising the six steps outlined on page 4. This is a great mechanism to drive a step change in value across their ecosystems.

1. Undertake a business impact assessment across the whole range of current and forthcoming regulatory changes, by aligning with the organisation’s mission and vision.

2. Overlay this assessment with the changes required by the firm’s digital transformation, with a view to enhance time to market while reducing costs.

3. Combine these sets of changes to establish a single set of organisational and system requirements to deliver against both goals.

4. Assess the ‘as-is’ IT estate/organisation against the target ‘to-be’ state, and conduct a gap analysis for what’s needed both to comply with regulations and boost organisational performance.

5. Use the outputs from the gap analysis to plan out a roadmap for the digital convergence.

6. Launch an implementation program timed for completion within the deadlines set by the regulations.
FOOTNOTES


2 https://www.strategyand.pwc.com/trends/2016-manufacturing-trends
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